A comprehensive review on the pharmacokinetics of antibiotics in interstitial fluid spaces in humans: implications on dosing and clinical pharmacokinetic monitoring.
The objective of the current review was to provide an updated and comprehensive summary on pharmacokinetic data describing the distribution of antimicrobials into interstitial fluid (ISF) by comparing drug concentration versus time profiles between ISF and blood/plasma in healthy individuals and/or diseased populations. An extensive literature search identified 55 studies detailing 87 individual comparisons. For each antibiotic (antibacterial) (or antibiotic class), we comment on dosing implications based on tissue ISF distribution characteristics and determine the suitability of conducting clinical pharmacokinetic monitoring (CPM) using a previously published scoring algorithm. Using piperacillin as an example, there is evidence supporting different degrees of drug penetration into the ISF of different tissues. A higher dose of piperacillin may be required to achieve an adequate ISF concentration in soft tissue infections. To achieve these higher doses, alternative administration regimens such as intravenous infusions may be utilized. Data also suggest that piperacillin can be categorized as a 'likely suitable' agent for CPM in ISF. Regression analyses of data from the published studies, including protein binding, molecular weight, and predicted partition coefficient (using XlogP3) as dependent variables, indicated that protein binding was the only significant predictor for the extent of drug distribution as determined by ratios of the area under the concentration-time curve between muscle ISF/total plasma (R (2) = 0.65, p < 0.001) and adipose ISF/total plasma (R (2) = 0.48, p < 0.004). Although recurrent limitations (i.e., small sample size, lack of statistical comparisons, lack of steady-state conditions, high individual variability) were identified in many studies, these data are still valuable and allowed us to generate general dosing guidelines and assess the suitability of using ISF for CPM.